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Abstract
Recent results indicate that the same turbo principle which delivers near to optimal strategies for channel coding,
can be used to obtain very efficient source coding schemes. We investigate this issue applying ten Brink’s EXIT
chart analysis and show how this technique can be used to select the most efficient match of component codes and
puncturing matrices to compress discrete memoryless sources. Aiming at perfect reconstruction at the decoder, i.e.
lossless source coding, we present an encoding algorithm, which gradually removes the redundancy while checking
the decodability of the compressed bit stream. This concept of decremental redundancy is dual to the principle of
incremental redundancy that characterizes hybrid ARQ (Type II) communication protocols. Both principles can be
combined when the channel is noisy.
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Introduction

It is well known that data compression and data transmission are essentially dual problems. In compression
we remove all the redundancy in the data to form the
most compressed version possible – the focus of source
coding – whereas in transmission over noisy channels
we add redundancy in a controlled fashion to combat
errors in the channel – the purpose of channel coding.
In the past decade a series of research breakthroughs
in the field of channel coding (most notably [1]), have
rendered a large number of coding schemes which can
achieve near-to-optimal performance (i.e. very close
to channel capacity) with reasonable complexity. The
secret of their success lies in the use of a “turbo”
feedback in an iterative decoding scheme, an ingenious
approach we call the “turbo principle” [2].
More recently, the turbo principle has been applied
successfully to data compression of binary memoryless
sources [3]. While in [4] the objective is to improve the
error correction after transmission over a channel and
therefore all encoded bits are useful, in the dual source
coding problem addressed in [3] there is no channel
involved and so the encoded bits can be punctured
heavily depending on the desired compression rate. An
alternative scheme based on LDPC codes and belief
propagation decoding was presented in [5].

1.1 Main Contributions and Organisation
of the Paper
Our main contributions are as follows. We begin by
questioning the concept of near-lossless source coding,
that tolerates an error probability of about  and
characterizes most of the previous contributions to this
problem, [3], [5]. Instead, we propose an encoding

scheme which guarantees perfect reconstruction at the
decoder, i.e. lossless source coding. This encoding
algorithm exploits the duality between this problem and
ARQ Type II protocols. While in the latter channel
coding problem we gradually transmit additional parity
bits until the decoder can correct all errors induced by
the channel (incremental redundancy, IR), in the source
coding version we remove bits as long as the encoder
can guarantee perfect reconstruction (decremental redundancy, DR).
To enable the analysis and design of lossless turbo
source codes, we modify ten Brink’s extrinsic information transfer (“EXIT”) charts [6] to account for nonuniform binary sources. With this tool we are able
to match different component codes and puncturing
rates yielding source coding schemes that perform at
compression rates close to the entropy.
In Section 2 we give a formal statement of the
problem. The turbo source encoder and decoder are explained in Section 3, followed by a detailed discussion
of the proposed decremental redundancy algorithm in
Section 4. Section 5 then introduces the modified EXIT
chart for turbo source coding. The paper concludes with
some examples and final remarks in Sections 6 and 7,
respectively.
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Problem Statement
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be a discrete, memoryless source drawn i.i.d.
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A source encoder for source
takes a block
of
'
)  
symbols  
and generates a binary

codeword   )    
   ,
 with 
respectively
#  . The rate of the source code is
defined as   . We design our source encoders
based on the principle shown in Fig. 1. Each symbol in
the block  is first mapped to a binary codeword of
length  - / 1   . A turbo encoder, for which more
details are provided in the next section, then takes a
block of binary encoded symbols and delivers a block
of codebits, which are punctured to achieve the desired
compression rate.
We ask two questions: (1) how do we guarantee
lossless source coding, i.e. perfect reconstruction of the
source at the decoder and (2) how should we design
the turbo code and the puncturing matrices to achieve
maximal compression, i.e. to approach the entropy of
the source?


Fig. 1.
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An encoder for turbo source coding.

Turbo Source Coding (TSC) of
Binary Sources

3.1 Source Encoding
Consider a block of source symbols !#" . Since the
entropy of the source is $&%'!( , the source block can
be perfectly reconstructed from a binary sequence )&*
of length +-,/.0$&%1!( for sufficiently large . (source
coding theorem). Our task is to design a mapping from
the source to the compressed sequence. We assume a
binary source ( 2&354 ).
The motivation for using “turbo codes” for source
compression lies in the duality of source and channel
coding. The latter is a sphere packing problem, whereas
the former is a sphere covering problem ([8], pp. 357).
It follows that a good channel code is likely to be a good
source code. Since “turbo codes” are well known to be
good channel codes (i.e. they provide a good solution to
the sphere packing problem), it is just a natural step to
apply these to source coding problems. We now proceed
to discuss the question of “how”.
As stated above, we wish to generate a binary
sequence )* from the source !" . It is possible to do
this as shown in Fig. 2. We pass each of the sequences
!" and 6#%'!"7( (6 defines the interleaver function),
through rate 1 convolutional codes (or scramblers) with
feedback to generate the parity sequences 89: " and 8; "
respectively. As opposed to parallel concatenation in
channel coding, we discard the source bits since the
source decoder knows of the source statistics apriori
(this topic will be addressed below).
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Fig. 2. A parallel concatenation of rate 1 convolutional codes (CC)
with an interleaver between them followed by heavy puncturing can
be used to perform data compression of binary sources.

We now have the sequences 8#: " and 8; " , which
when put together are of length 4. meaning that we do
not yet have any compression. We achieve compression
by puncturing. If we opt for a fixed but randomly
chosen puncturing scheme then the puncturing operation is analogous to transmitting the parity sequences
over a binary erasure channel (BEC), whose “erasure
probability” can be adjusted to achieve the required
compression rate. We then rely on the turbo decoder
to reconstruct the original message after transmission
over the dual noisy channel (in this case our BEC). If
I represents the proportion of erased bits, then we have

IJLKNM $&%1!(
(2)
4 O
Thus the sequence ) will be of length approximately
+P3Q.0$&%'!( and we have compressed our sequence

close to its entropy. We now address the problem of
reconstructing !" from )R* .

3.2 Source Decoding
At first glance, random puncturing of bits does not seem
to be a very sophisticated way of performing source
compression. However, just as in channel coding with
turbo codes, the sophisticated part lies in the use of
a turbo decoder. The turbo decoder for our system is
depicted in Fig. 3.
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Parallel turbo source decoder.

We will use L-values to describe the values input and
passed around by the turbo decoder. Given a binary random variable ! , where for convenience cedRfhg KjibMkKl ,
then the L-value is defined as,
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More details on L-values can be found in [9]. In
Fig. 3,  ,   ,   ,  ,  ,   ,   and
  represent sequences of L-values. The letters 
and  stand for “apriori” and “extrinsic” respectively.




Since the parity bit sequences )  and   can
be thought of as being “transmitted” through a binary
erasure channel (i.e. punctured), the corresponding input sequences    and    take on the L-values 
(perfectly known bits) or 0 (erased).
binary source with
 In the case of a non-uniform
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for which

(i.e. the binary entropy
function), each decoder has an additional input vector
  , where each element of the vector is equal to

  - / 1  )   . We call this ‘source’ apriori knowl
edge and distinguish between apriori knowledge which
is learnt during the iterations of the decoder which
we will call ‘learnt’ apriori knowledge. In the case of
more sophisticated (Markov) source models our source
apriori vector would contain different sets of   values.
The decoding algorithm is carried out according to
Fig. 3. APP decoder 1 uses  and  (initialised
to zero in the first iteration) to calculate the extrinsic
L-values  ! " ##  #$  . The sequence
  is interleaved and passed onto APP decoder 2 as
“learnt” apriori knowledge   . Decoder 2 performs
analogous operations and the process is then “iterated”
until covergence is achieved. Note that convergence is
in general not guaranteed and this is discussed in the
next section.
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Decremental Redundancy for
Lossless Turbo Source Coding

The iterative decoding algorithm will not converge if
we puncture more bits than can be corrected by the
chosen turbo code. Clearly, without convergence of the
decoding result the source information cannot be perfectly recovered. This form of operation is sometimes
called ”near-lossless” source coding, indicating that
some residual errors remain after decoding. Although
this approach was the one adopted in the original
contribution of [3], it renders turbo source coding
unsuitable for the large number of applications in which
the information must be recovered without flaws.
To guarantee that the decoder is able to decode the
input sequence without errors (lossless source coding),
we can enable the encoder to test the decodability of its
output. Since we want to achieve as much compression
as possible, we puncture the parity bits on a step by
step basis (decremental redundancy) as long as the
compressed block can still be decoded error free by
the test decoder at the source compression side.

D UALITY BETWEEN I NCREMENTAL R EDUNDANCY (IR)
C HANNEL C ODING (ARQ T YPE II) AND D ECREMENTAL
R EDUNDANCY (DR) S OURCE C ODING

Redundancy
Handling

A priori information at
both sides
Required
State
Information
Side Information
Error
Detection
Figure
of
Merit
System
Failure
Main Complexity
Codes

Decoder
Extensions

IR-Channel Coding
Increment redundancy
at each transmission,
decoding trials at the
receiver
Sequence of Puncturing Tables

DR-Source Coding
Decrement
redundancy at each
compression, decoding
trials at the transmitter
Sequence of Puncturing Tables

Channel state information %'& for the channel
decoder
Successful decoding
flag (ARQ) transmitted
to sender
CRC

Source state information %)( for the source
decoder
Successful encoding
rate (parity index * )
transmitted to decoder
Comparison to data sequence
Average compression

Average throughput
if CRC fails
at the decoder
coarsely
punctured
RCPC codes or RCP
Turbo Codes
A-priori Viterbi Algorithm or APP decoder
less redundancy if
source statistics are
known

if decodability test at
compressor side fails
at the encoder
finely punctured parallel concatenated systematic rate 1 convolutional codes
APP decoder
more redundancy if
channel errors are expected

The approach we propose is dual to a hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ Type II) scheme with
forward error correction (FEC) [10], in which parity
bits are transmitted successively (incremental redundancy) to build up a code which is powerful enough
to correct all errors introduced by the communications
channel. The duality between incremental redundancy
channel coding and our proposed decremental redundancy source coding scheme is illustrated in Table I. In
[10] the problem is solved using rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes, which result from
periodic puncturing of low-rate convolutional codes.
The encoder typically processes blocks of 100 to 1000
information bits and uses a puncturing pattern with
period 8 and rates with incremental redundancy, e.g.
+
-,  +    +  /. .
For turbo source coding we require block lengths of
about
 10 32 and finer puncturing steps are
needed than those achieved with periodic puncturing
with period 8. For example, if we puncture every 4th
and then every 8th bit of a block, we get a compression
+5416
4/6
rate of first   
and then      . This
corresponds to a puncturing step of 0.125, which is
too coarse for fine-tuning our turbo source encoder at
compression rates close to entropy.
Therefore we must find another type of puncturing

scheme that works for large blocks. In summary, a
puncturing scheme that is suitable for the turbo source
coding problem must fulfill the following requirements:
1) the puncturing steps must be small enough to
allow the compression rates to come close to the
entropy,
2) the punctured parity bits should be spread out in
the block to guarantee successful decoding (avoid
long erasure bursts),
3) the side information, i.e. the extra bits needed for
the decoder to identify the positions of the punctured bits, should be negligible in comparison to
block length.

4.1 An Algorithm for Decremental Redundancy
We propose the decremental redundancy scheme illus'
trated in Fig. 4. In a first step the parity bits in each
block  with +     are written line by line in a

matrix
, such that
/ . We call each
column of the matrix a parity segment and index it by
+
 
 . To gradually remove the redundancy

  




Fig. 4.
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Puncturing scheme for decremental redundancy.

in the encoded stream we can eliminate one such parity


segment at a time (in parallel for )  and   ), yielding
a puncturing step of j 
that allows us to fine tune
the compression rate. To make sure that the erased bits
are spread out in the block we interleave the parity bits
before puncturing them. Notice that we can use the
)
same interleaver as for the turbo code, i.e. and 


for )  and   , respectively, thus avoiding the storage
of extra interleavers for the parity bits.
Since the decoder on the receive side knows the
block length, the random puncturing matrix, and the
interleaver, all it requires is the index of the last parity
segment that has been erased. Since at least half the
parity bits are punctured (otherwise we would have no
compression at all), it suffices to use  -0/1 
   bits
as side information (e.g. if
 10 bits, then we get
4
a puncturing rate step of  . and require only bits
of side information per encoded block).
We now proceed to describe our decremental redundancy algorithm for turbo source encoding, which has
the following steps:
1) Let + 
 .
2) Encode the source block with a turbo encoder and
store the output block.
3) Puncture the encoded block using + parity segments.







4) Decode the compressed block.
5) Check for errors. If the decoded block is error
free, let +  + #  and go back to 3.
6) Let +  +
 . Repeat 3, include a binary
codeword corresponding to the index + , and stop.
Notice that the number of iterations required to find
the best puncturing rate can be consideribly reduced,
if we store a table with different starting points for the
optimization algorithm, depending on the probability
distribution of the source. Since the sequences produced
by the source are likely to be typical [8] the number
of iterations required to fine tune the compression
rate will in general be small. We can also turn to a
more sophisticated segmentation of the parity matrix,
depending on the desired puncturing step.





4.2 Combining Decremental and Incremental Redundancy for Joint Source
and Channel Coding
It is worth noting, that the previous algorithm can be
used both for decremental and incremental redundancy
depending on whether the application requires pure
data compression or robust transmission over a noisy
channel. With very mild modifications, the algorithm
allows us to vary the redundancy in the output bit
stream almost continuously to match the entropy of the
source or the capacity of the channel.
For example, if channel state information is available
at the transmitter, we can add a test channel to the
encoding loop that t ests the decodability of the encoded
block. Then, if the decodability check fails, the encoder
simply adds more parity segments and proceeds with
the next iteration. Similarly, if a feedback channel is
available, the receiver can send an automatic repeat
request every time it fails to decode a block and the
encoder can send extra parity segments in the spirit of
ARQ Type II protocols where an extra CRC checks the
integrity of the source data.
The described coding strategy is particularly elegant,
because independently of the source coding or channel
coding application, the core turbo code remains exactly
the same and all we vary is the number of punctured
bits, thus fixing the encoding rate in a very flexible way.



 

5

EXIT Charts

To analyse the convergence and thus obtain the achievable compression rates (or the starting points) for our
turbo source coding algorithm, we can employ slightly
modified versions of the standard tools used for optimizing turbo codes.
A useful tool for analysing iterative decoding algorithms is the EXIT chart (e.g. [11],[12]). The principle
behind the EXIT chart is that much can be learned
about the overall performance of a turbo decoder by

analysing each of its parts. For this purpose, EXIT
charts use mutual information to parameterise the sequences of L-values being exchanged between decoders
and thus characterise the APP decoders.
In this section, we show how to modify the EXIT
chart for use in our turbo source coding problem. We
start by looking at the mutual information between a
continuous random variable and a non-uniform binary
source.

5.1 Mutual Information for Non-Uniform
Binary Sources
Assume again a binary source drawn i.i.d. from the

#   , such that

  
alphabet  
.
According to the channel coding formulation of the
EXIT chart, the encoded block is transmitted over a
channel with probability density function    ,
where  denotes the channel output. Because the source
is assumed to be uniform,    is usually symmetric. We can write the mutual information between
the random variables and  as,
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Following [13], which exploits the ergodicity of the
source this expression can be simplified to
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where the expectation is taken over all possible observations. Note that when no information is transmitted

  -0/1 )  which

across the channel we have 



results in +,    as expected. Thus, we are using
our knowledge of the source statistics in the equation
for the calculation of the mutual information.
This mutual information measure is now used to
analyse the turbo decoder. Particularly useful will


 
 and  +  
   ,
 
 ,
  
be
(/.
) ,
which we will from now on denote as
 , 0- 
0.
and ) respectively.

5.2 Characteristic Curves
We now characterise the component decoders of the
turbo decoder by determining their extrinsic information transfer characteristics (EXIT charts, also called
 characteristic curves). The aim is to determine ) 
 .
  .
)
)  for decoder 1 and
 1 )   for decoder
2.
The procedure we use to obtain the characteristic
curves is illustrated in Fig. 5. First, we encode a binary
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Fig. 5. Determining characteristic curves of component decoders.
The encoder is a rate 1 feedback convolutional encoder, also called
scrambler. Note the dashed arrows indicating where mutual information should be measured according to equation (5).



sequence  with
using a rate

  
1 convolutional encoder (scrambler) and puncture the

resulting parity bits  with a puncturing rate B (this
may be thought of as a BEC with erasure probability B ).
We then run the APP decoding algoritm with various
amounts of apriori information for the source bits by
generating appropriate sequences of L-values " .
Referring to figure 5, we see that  is generated
by passing the sequence through an “apriori channel”
which we model
as a BEC with erasure probability C .
 .
To calculate
we apply equation 5. Note that we must
now also use our knowledge of the source statistics to
calculate the mutual information.
Based on the L-values   of the punctured parity
bits and the a priori sequence  , the APP decoder
generates an output sequence D , from which we obtain
the extrinsic L-value sequence     #  #  . We
again use equation (5) together with the source statistics
 to generate . Note that   and 
correspond to the
sequences of L-values which are passed between the
component decoders of Fig. 3.

5.3 Decoding Trajectory and Construction
of the EXIT Chart
Given that in the generation of the characteristic curves,
the apriori sequences are modelled accurately (in our
case we used a BEC), it is possible to predict the
convergence of an iterative decoder without having to
simulate the iterative decoder itself. This is one of the
main advantages of the EXIT chart. Exactly how this
is done is discussed in the next section. In our case,
convergence can be interpreted as the ability of the
turbo decoder to rebuild the source sequence from the
compressed sequence.
To - construct. the EXIT
chart,
we start by noting


  .
) 
) . Thus we can plot
that
and



  .
 ) E )
)  against a mirrored version of
 
/.

6
F
   (we mirror on the . axis). If a tunnel exists
between the two curves, then the sequence can be
successfully decompressed. The width of the tunnel
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Fig. 6. EXIT charts for two binary sources with
(left) and
(right),
, parallel concatenation of two
convolutional codes with polynomials [7, 5]. Each EXIT chart corresponds to a different total encoding rate, achieved by gradually puncturing
more bits and thus removing the redundancy. As long as there is an open tunnel for the decoding trajectory, the convergence of the turbo source
decoding algorithm is guaranteed.

can be changed by changing the compression rate (or
equivalently puncturing rate) of the source encoder.
In section 6, we verify that the EXIT chart predicts
indeed the behaviour of the source decoder by comparing it against an actual decoding trajectory. The result
supports our claim that our procedure does measure
the relevant mutual informations in the decoder during
a decoding run and therefore the modified EXIT charts
we present, can be used to find the best match of
component codes and puncturing rates for the turbo
source coding problem.

6

typical of channel coding EXIT charts. The trajectory
shows the actual exchange of information between the
two decoders, which remains possible only if the tunnel
between the two corresponding curves is open. These
modified EXIT charts can also be used to choose the
component codes for the turbo source code, as shown
in Fig.7. We can see that in the source coding case
increasing the memory of the component convolutional
codes does not improve the performance significantly.
To illustrate the performance of the proposed turbo
source coding scheme, Fig. 8 shows a normalized
histogram of the achieved compression rates for 1000

Examples
0.5

To underline the effectiveness of the proposed source
coding tools, we present a set of numerical results,
which further illustrate the concept of decremental redundancy and gives an idea of the performance one can
expect from parallel concatenated turbo source codes.
Fig. 6 shows EXIT charts and decoding trajectories for
two binary sources (i.i.d.) with entropies 0.469 and
0.286 (on the left and right plots, respectively). To
#,  30
obtain the trajectory, we used a block of
bits. This is equivalent to averaging the trajectories of
 30 (see below).
9 of our test blocks of size
Note that the decoding trajectory of each individual,
relatively small block of  0 bits does not necessarily
match the characteristic curves but the average of many
blocks does.
As outlined in the decremental redundancy algorithm
we successively remove parity segments, allowing the
compression rate to gradually approach the entropy.
Notice that the width of the square containing the EXIT
"  
, as opposed to the unitary square
chart is equal to
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Fig. 7. EXIT charts for component codes with different memories
and a source with entropy
and total encoding rate
of
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Normalized histograms to illustrate the performance of
turbo source coding versus lempel-ziv compression. The values were
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TABLE II
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blocks of
 10 i.i.d. samples from a binary source
"
   .  , . A comparison with the wide
of entropy
spread Lempel-Ziv 1977 algorithm (universal source
coding) shows that for the same block length turbo
source coding yields lower compression rates, i.e. closer
to the entropy of the source.
Finally, Table II summarizes the results obtained
for binary sources with different entropies. The shown
average compression rates were obtained for individual
source blocks by plotting the EXIT charts with decremental redundancy as long as the tunnel was open.
Notice that the average compression rate predicted by
the EXIT chart is very close to the experimental results
illustrated in Fig. 8.
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Conclusions

We have presented a turbo source coding scheme,
which guarantees lossless recovery of the source information through a decremental redundancy loop in the
encoder. The convergence of the turbo source decoder
can be analyzed using a modified EXIT chart, which
becomes a powerful tool to optimize the component
codes and the puncturing rates near the entropy of the
source. Possible directions for future work include the
design of irregular turbo source codes with EXIT charts
[13], application to more elaborate discrete sources and
entropy-constrained quantization of continuous-valued
sources using turbo source codes.
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